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      21411 Add new option to allow calc of Sales/Profit by % of
Total Sales/Profit or # of Customers.
Current logic uses # of Customers, add logic for % of
Total Sales.

Add new Percent of Sales/Profit option to Sales and Profit
Calcs.  Default to use this calc instead of # of Customers
Calc.;

Address Book
Customer ABC Codes

Enhancement

      21430 Verify that all columns in Organization Air Hammer are
read only.

Make sure all grids are readonlyAddress Book
Organization Air Hammer

UI / Usability

      21409 Check/Verify that Cleared Update does not cross CIDs. Change Clear Check logic to use Vendid to limit updates to
matching CID when clearing checks;

General Ledger
Bank Reconciliation

Minor Bug

      21339 Create new report that shows items that meet the
following criteria:
1. Available Qty is <= x days inventory based on x days
trend (one of the inventory buckets) 
2. Stocked out x number of times within date range with
min qty > 0 
3. Items with min = 0 and ordered x number of times
within same date range as above
Save user options on screen. 
Add Owner and Whse Filter
Setup Report in 3 sections, allow same IOHF in each
section
Sort by Type, Owner, Whse, Item.

Build report per spec.  Report split into three sections, one
for each logic block.  Items can be in all three.  Items are
by OHF

Item Control (Inventory)
Stock Out Report

Enhancement

      21414 Accounts tab of Warehouses screen does not refresh
accounts correctly when scrolling through records.

Correct issue with scrollingItem Control (Inventory)
Warehouses - Accounts

UI / Usability

      21415 Add "Copy From" function to copy all accounts for all
owners from one warehouse to another.

Add copy button to allow copy of all accounts from another
whse.  All current accounts are deleted

Item Control (Inventory)
Warehouses - Accounts

Enhancement

      21416 Change OHF tab to blank out accounts on new OHF
record.

Added logic to blank out OHF accounts on new OHF
record.

Item Control (Inventory)
Item Master - OHF Accounts

Enhancement
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      21419 Check Query logic to improve speed. Step one found to be slowest step, add index on pswnum
in itemact.  Report is now much faster
Index added to master index lest

Item Control (Inventory)
Consignment Transfers

Enhancement

      21410 - Freight Pricing not Entered message - remove if
calcshipship is on. This message is not required since
the freight window will pop up. 
- Add Setup option to not allow user to change date of
shipment (do not display the calendar window).
- Add Setup option (SOAUTOCLOSE) to either close or
leave SO open depending on if everything shipped. If all
qtys shipped, then close SO. If any qtys open, leave SO
open. Ignore freight. 
- Remove notification that SE is complete (user is asked
to complete the SE, then clicks yes, then is told that they
clicked yes). 
- If SE is marked complete and there are no other linked
SE's for the same warehouse and there are open lines
in that warehouse, then ask to create a new shipping
event for the open lines. If yes, then open SE screen
and populate with SO information.

Do not show Freight Pricing message if CalcShipShip is
enabled.
Remove date popup, use current date as shipping date.
Add Setup option (SOAUTOCLOSE) , if enabled, and no
open lines, SO will be closed, else it will be left open.
Remove notification that SE is complete.
IF SE marked complete, and there are still open lines for
this whse, and there are open SE's linked to the SO,
Prompt to create a new SE, and link all SO's to it.

Logistics (Shipping Events)
Load Shipping Event - UI and Logic
Changes

Enhancement

      21429 If lot/serial added using Multi-Select, then another item
added without using multi-select, the old multi-select
cursor is used to add the item (so the lot/serial and qtys
are wrong)

Multitransfer flag and cursor not cleared after add, this
forced the next transfer transfer the same lot/serial and
qtys if not a multiselect.  Change logic to clear cursor and
flag after add.;

Logistics (Shipping Events)
Add Transfer Items

Minor Bug

      21426 QuickBuy - Add Item - Error. Correct query in fulltext mode to qualify cid and descripProcurement
QuickBuy - Add Item

Minor Bug

      21408 Add a new summary version of the Production WIP
Report that does not display any of the input items. Only
display the PWO Number, the PWO Due Date, the
Output Item and description, the Qty Open to assemble,
and the total cost in WIP.

Add Summary option, change logic to roll costs onto single
line per wono/output item, delete other lines; Add logic to
calc qty unassembled in summary mode, and put in
qtyopen field;

Production
Production WIP Report

Enhancement

      21417 Add Owner Filter to Report  (PWOWSUMMARY). Add OwnerID filter to PWO Wip ReportProduction
PWO WIP Report

Enhancement
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      21427 Fill out ActQty with OrdQty on Convert of RFQ.
 

Set ActQty = OrdQty on ConvertQuoting
Convert RFQ

UI / Usability

      21412 Change Price to take 4 decimals Change Price to use 4 dec places, round to 2 for extprice;Task Management
Other Task Generator

Enhancement

      21421 Correct issue with Lot number on AY Assembly records 
(saved into Serial instead of Lot).

Change Wireless Assembly logic to put lot number in
correct field in ItemAct AY Record.;

Warehouse Managment System
Wireless Assembly

Minor Bug

      21434 Change logic to delete inactive Cphone records instead
of flagging as inactive.

Change contact screen to delete inactive cphone records
instead of marking as inactive.;

Web - CRM Tools
Cphone Active Flag

UI / Usability

17Total Number of Changes:
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